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One of the largest biennials of national and
international artists in the world, UKYA City
Takeover will be discerning and cutting-edge.
Expect to encounter art, music, performance,
film and poetry in cultural spaces as well as
unusual places. From caves to cafes; markets
to museums; studios to the streets - the City
Takeover weaves a rich tapestry of creativity
across Nottingham.
Don’t miss out on the opportunity to discover
the very best international contemporary art,
music and performance being made today... in
your city; for free. Booking is now LIVE so head
over to the UK Young Artists website to grab
some tickets!
Spread the word using #UKYATakeover
www.ukyoungartists.co.uk
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editorial
Happy New Year to you, duck.
As you enter the arena of 2019, what’s your
walk-on music?
Eye of the Tiger? Fur Elise? That Sausage
Roll song?
Whatever it is, I hope it gives you strength
in this constipation session of a month. But
before we get revved up to tump our new
year’s rezzos square in the jaw, let’s tek five.
We’ve got some lovely stuff for you to read.
This issue’s all about people. And it’s full of right eccentric boggers.
You know. The misfits, the square pegs, the wackadoos. Resilient bleddy things.
As Brummy rapper TrueMendous says, just a few pages away, this is the year of
the weirdo. You better believe it.
For LeftLion #109, we’ve been lucky enough to work with top Notts photographer
and beautiful oddball David Severn. He’d been taking photos of goths enjoying
sticks of rock down Whitby, and compiling his immortalisations into a book, but
he managed to take some time out from the hustle to dob in. David visited local
pro wrestling gym House of Pain, to snap the colourful folk who refuse to settle
for just one reality in their violent theatrics.
That’s David’s corker of a cover shot, featuring the dashing Joseph Starr, an idea
that stemmed from an article our Chaz Wright had the genius to pitch: a lookback at Nottingham’s pro wrestling history, and a good old pick-apart of who’s
at the forefront of the resurgence today. We’ve also got a few wrestling-based
words from David himself, who’s chucked us a pull-out contact sheet as a cherry
topper. What a guy.
If you’ve ever been down to Nottingham Cattle Market for a Sat’dee morning
sarneh, you’ll know that it’s a corner of the city stuffed with the most glorious of
rabble. As you prob’ly know, 2018’s Bonfire Night festivities saw a chunk of the
market get bunned down, and in this issue our Ben Cooper tells us why it’ll take
more than a bit of combustion to stop that lot flogging their wares.
Similarly charging through on page 26, Antonia Zenkevitch is opening eyes with
her talk of barriers faced by people with disabilities in Notts, and explains how
the world could be more accessible. If you’re a writer with a disability, make
sure you check out this month’s featured Stuff to Do section. There’s some
information about Tentacles, the collective that meets at Nottingham Playhouse
on the third Wednesday of every month to explore writing techniques and
creativity in an unpatronising environment. It’s ran by local bard and all-round
good guy Neal Pike, who’s dropped us a poem for good measure.
On top of all that, we’ve got reviews of Notts books and tunes, interviews with
mountaineering musicians, happy authors, busking rappers, and photography so
smashing it’d break the ‘gram.
Plus, we’ve been down the top three board-game cafes in the realm to gather
the full lowdown on why these venues have been popping up so much lately.
Our findings? Sitting in front of your screen is all well and good, but tomfoolin’
around a table with actual humans will give your mind the boost it needs in these
cold, winter months. Honest.
Prepare to be inspired, dear reader. It’s been a bleddy pleasure to put these
pages together, and learn about what makes all these people and organisations
tick. Whether it’s a bit of detail carved into a wooden table down the Cattle
Market auction house, or a dice rolling on a felt-covered table on Mansfield
Road, there’s plenty to get inspecting in this city. So have a poke around these
pages. They might lead you down a rabbit hole or two.
You never know, you could find yourself emerging from the abyss clad in lycra –
spotlights shining, crowd screaming – smashing some poor sod over the head
with a chair.

/leftlion

Bridie Squires, Editor
bridie.squires@leftlion.co.uk
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AYUP
DUCK

“What’s been gooin’ off?”

illustrations: Rikki Marr
SHEDDING FEATHERS
One bright spark down 400 Rabbits Tequila
Bar had the belting idea of donating unclaimed
winter coats to Emmanuel House. Nice one kid.
That’s proper. Although, I don’t know how people
manage to forget ‘em in this dutty code. Must be
some serious beer-jacket business going down
among those festive frollickers.

BELL END
Them lot down Medderz are fuming after BT
took their local phone box oﬀ ‘em. Apparently,
the public blower down precinct is notorious for
drug deals. 3,000 of ‘em, they reckon. Now, I’d
know nothin’ about that, but it’s a bit skank on all
them poor bleeders who just want to nip down
the chippy and bell up their side piece.

DIAMOND IN THE ROUGH
In November, the Portland Tiara got robbed from Welbeck
Abbey. Cartier made it back in 1902 using diamonds that used
to belong to a load of dukes, and the Duchess of Portland
wore the bogger to King Edward’s coronation. Everyone’s up
in bleddy arms about it going missing because it’s a “piece of
national ‘istreh”. In other words, it’s worth a few bob.
Any road, they’ve arrested three blokes and a woman in
connection to the shiny bit of kit, but they’ve still not found the
goods. Serious heist, that. And by a bunch of Bulwellians, by
the looks of things. Who’d have thunk it? Coppers are asking
for more information to track the jewels down. Mind you, it’s
only a pocket full of change to them blue bloods. Surely they
can ﬁnd a few quid for a replacement in them mattresses
stuﬀed full of our bleeding taxes.

words: Adrian Reynolds
illustration: Corrina Rothwell
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BULLET BULL
There’s been uproar in the waterfowl community
after one raging pillock of a toﬀ shot down a
goose in the middle of a clay pigeon sesh. I
mean, if you want to tit about with guns in the
countryside, ﬁne. But leave our lot out of it. Enjoy
your month in the nicker, bobnose.

City Stylin’
interviews: Bridie Squires
photos: Tom Morley
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“I’ve had my teeth like this since
I was about fourteen. I had
more, but me and my missus
had an argument and she threw
most of them down the drain.
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Today I’m Christmas shopping
for my kids… and dodging
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I’m originally from Southendon-Sea but I’ve lived here most
of my life. I moved here for a
change, for an opportunity,
and now I can’t move out the
spot! I got put away for four
years, and now I just think f**k
the government.

"I'm so sad and hungover. I
want to be in bed and watch
Home Alone 2 and cry.”

You go around this town centre
and see people on the ﬂoor.
Why don’t they build houses for
the homeless? Nah, they take
our money and raid our houses.
They’d take all of it if they could.
Sh*t happens though, innit.”
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“I generally just have a ﬂick
through my wardrobe and
pick out what feels right that
morning. I don’t put much
thought into it, really.
Whenever I’m wearing this coat,
my friends tell me I look like I’m
about to drop the hottest mixtape
of the year. Careful, or I might spit
some bars for you.
I’m just about to meet a friend
for dinner at Coco Tang. They do
amazing tofu there.
I eat everything. Nottingham is
great for tapas. There’s been a
nice inﬂux of little pizza places
recently too. I love proper, Italianstyle Napoli pizza. Not Pizza Hut!
I actually ran a food blog called
A Pizza You Can’t Refuse which
was a bit of a mashup of The
Godfather and that good, doughbased stuﬀ. By day, I work for
a healthcare supplier company
just down the road, in the ﬁnance
department. Apart from that, I just
spend most of my time eating.”

Jay

Nottingham’s most opinionated grocers on...
Wrestling
We’re not sure we like it. Some of it is theatrical and some of it is just ﬁghting. Did you ever
see that ﬁlm The One and Only? It had The Fonz in it. We liked that. We liked Big Daddy
too, also known as Shirley Crabtree. Basically, as long as no-one gets hurt, we’re all for it.
Def Leppard
We went to see Def Leppard at the Ice Arena in early December. They were absolutely
superb. We’d like to thank our friend Lizzy for buying us the tickets as an early Christmas
present. Do you think they live in America these days? Or maybe they still live in Sheﬀield.
Either way, they were totally marvellous.
New Year’s Resolutions
No, we don’t do them. It’s a bit like Lent. Our sister always gives up alcohol for Lent. Forty
whole days without booze, can you imagine that? We only lasted four days the ﬁrst time.
We tried it the next year and managed to stretch it out to a week. Never again!
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Canal Side
The neon at the bar is blazing blue –
I never could resist a Friday night.
The old boys in the back are spinning songs,
while I taste cigarette ash on my tongue.
I’m drinking, so I barely feel the cold;
reality is blurred around its edge.
Outside, I am a blade. I take my edge
and slice the water open, till the blue
comes flowing out to wash away the cold.
I never could resist a Friday night,
the taste of revolution on my tongue.
I’ve let this city sing her marching songs,
and fill my mind with myths and lies. The songs
that set my long-held principles on edge.
The gin explodes like starlight on my tongue,
behind my eyes the bubbles bursting blue.
I never could resist a Friday night.
Sometimes I want to plunge into the cold
and taste the water on my lips. This cold
reminds me of the litany of songs
I’ve hurled into the bleak November night.
I make my home beside the water’s edge
and cradled cans in fingers tinged with blue.
Some said that I had cut away my tongue
or worn it down to silence. No, my tongue
now only speaks to those who feel the cold.
A sharpened shifting shard of silver blue,
that ties my mind with misremembered songs.
Invisible, I skim the city’s edge,
and beg for change while you ignore the night.
I never could resist a Friday night;
inertia’s blade serrated on my tongue.
Reality is glassy at its edge
like water in the lock, so hard and cold.
I’ve wrapped myself in all the city’s songs,
like bruises on my chest in black and blue.
The cold is creeping round perception’s edge
so, drink and sing and gaze beyond the blue
with night still fizzing on my freezing tongue.

Snap Notts #9
Location: Waterfront
Poems: Leanne Moden
Photos: Sam Kirby

Urban Scot aka Peter McConnochie, has been documenting the people of Nottingham for the last
eight years. He started his 100 Strangers project on Flickr, and ended up walking the streets for up to
ten hours a day looking for people who grabbed his attention. He’s still mining characters from the
crowds for a new project called Be My Subject, so watch out. He might just stop you for a pap one of
these days…
urbanscot.co.uk
“My claim to fame is
that I was on Total
Wipeout once, you
need to check it out! I
did the Wiggly Worm!”
Andrew

“Actually I am a bit of crazy!”
Thamanay

“Remember when you
were in school, and
people used to wear tiny
ties? It’s old school!”
Tony

“I’m Nottingham born and
bred and I like to dress in
Victorian and Edwardian
clothes. I like collecting
things, it’s like a hobby. I’m
in town today to pick up
some antique jewellery and
then I’m oﬀ for a drink.”
John
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“I live in Nottingham but originally I’m from Somalia. I came
here when I was young so this
is my country, I just love it! It’s
a nice city. I am proud of the
people and the community is
very strong. That’s what I love.
When I was in Somalia, I had
nothing at all. When I came
to this country, a lot of people
supported me and they liked
me, so now I am happy with
what I am. Before I was down
and now I am up!”

“I grew up in Nottingham but
lived in New Zealand for two
years and I just came back. I’m
here to save until I can go to
Australia where I can go and just
work and have fun. My motto for
life is just live and let live.”
Jodi

Abdullah

“I’m just heading back in to
work to ﬁnish things up for
the week.”
David

“I’m a big fan of
Alice Cooper.”
Jessie

“It’s my ﬁrst time in Nottingham and I can tell you
that doughnut shop over there is the place for
doughnuts. Especially after you’ve been dieting.
Doughnotts is the place! It’s my ﬁrst season ever
competing and bodybuilding, and I ﬁnished third
in the country. So I’m happy. This is the start of my
career, and the start of the future for me.”
Dudley

leftlion.co.uk/issue109
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A fire at the Cattle Market in November wrecked four buildings and damaged several more. But it could have been
worse. We went down to see what Notts would be missing if the whole thing had gone up...
The blaze at the Cattle Market was so intense, and
the flames so high, that looking out of the skylight in
my flat on Forest Road, a hazy orange aurora hung
behind the city centre, casting Nottingham in a strange,
ominous backlight.
If it hadn’t been for the direction of the wind, and the
rapid response from the emergency services, we might
well be ruminating on what we lost the night the Cattle
Market burned down.
The feelings would probably range from mournful loss
of a beloved Nottingham institution, to a lingering
regret at not visiting more often, as was the reaction
of a student I spoke to a few days after the fire: “Uhh,
what’s the Cattle Market?”
For those who don’t know, the Cattle Market is a
ragbag of a bazaar just outside the city, in the shadow
of the Meadow Lane Stadium. It’s home to one of the
most serious live auction houses in the country, an
open-stall market selling pretty much anything you can
get in the high street but cheaper, a flea market, and
a rackety open-air thrift store. You can walk out with
a quid’s worth of biscuits past their sell-by date, or
£30,000 worth of 200-year-old mahogany furniture.
Or nothing. You can just traipse around the stalls,
among a miscellany of trestle tables weighed down by
box-loads of cheap makeup and shampoo, Fray Bentos
pies, kitchen towels, high-vis vests, lighters, rolls of
bin-liners, racks of vintage clothing, mops, lamb chops,
lollipops, hacksaws, spanners, shovels and spades.
You could walk straight through all that and go into one
of the five salerooms of Arthur Johnson Auctioneers,
which managing director Phil Poyser describes as a
“treasure hunter’s playground.” Antique, hand-crafted
furniture, vintage objets and rare, eccentric collectables
go under the hammer, alongside contemporary
and ex-catalogue furnishings, machinery, hardware
and electronics.
You might have guessed that the Cattle Market was
once used to sell livestock. Animal trading began back
in 1886, and for the best part of a century it was one of
the best places to get live cattle and sheep anywhere in
the county.

As trade increased, so did the market: numerous
buildings, cattle and sheep pens, a weigh house, a
slaughterhouse, auction rings, warehouses, offices, and
even a branch of Lloyds Bank settled in. In the days
when a railway line ran down the edge, special sidings
were constructed to load the animals straight onto
railway carriages to take them on to their next stop.
In time, the clamouring atmosphere of the market
attracted traders of different kinds: sellers of
hardware, tools, farming equipment, household
goods, cheese, wholesale fruit and veg, clothing,
and general bric-a-brac.

The fire could have been
much worse, but it scarred
the market physically and left
painful memories. For some,
the market isn’t just a business
place, but a way of life.
After the Second World War, when the surrounding
roads became increasingly clogged with traffic and the
logistics of getting thousands of animals to and from
the market made things less practical, trade in livestock
started declining in a big way. Eventually, in 1993,
the hammer came down on the last cattle ever to be
sold there.
When I went to see Phil Poyser in December, it was
a cold, Wednesday afternoon and the place was
largely deserted, as it always is midweek. You could
still see the charred, mangled ruins the fire had left
behind. He told me that if the November fire had been
worse, Nottingham would have lost “a one-off part of
Nottingham’s heritage”.
“There’s a massive buzz about the place with the
auctions going on and the stalls trading outside,” says
Phil. “You get people spending £10,000 on furniture,
then going to the butcher’s van to buy their Sunday
joint. It’s a proper community. You get some people

who come every week not just to buy things, but for
the atmosphere.”
If this were another city, the market might have gone
down the nouveau-artisan road. Borough Market
used to be where London’s greengrocers bought
their stock wholesale. Today, it’s the exclusive realm
of yuppie organic cheesemakers from the Cotswolds
and mushroom-inoculated wood-thinnings vendors.
Working-class farmers and traders don’t get a look in.
The Cattle Market isn’t threatened by this. And long
may that last. But Phil tells me he’s not against a bit of
new blood, a bit more thrift-shop chic and maybe even
the odd startup baker, looking to the Cattle Market in
the future. “Younger people are missing out on this at
the moment,” he says. “It’s a fantastic way to start a
business. The risks are very low.”
In November, four buildings were destroyed, and
nine others were damaged. The fire could have been
much worse, but it scarred the market physically and
left painful memories. For some, the market isn’t just
a business place, but a way of life. Stuart Collins has
been coming to the market for forty years. He’s not
just a visitor, he’s part of the community that revolves
around this unique space.
“It’s a great set-up,” he says. “There’s a really friendly
atmosphere, the people all know each other. They
arrive early and have a natter in the morning over
their bacon sandwiches. There’s an understanding
between them.”
With this comradery, the traders rallied round the
people who were worst affected by the fire. Many of
them were back in business the following Saturday
market day, when 2,000 visitors – well above the usual
turnout – showed up in solidarity.
One of the businesses most devastated by the fire was
army surplus seller Anchor Supplies, which lost a whole
warehouse and thousands of pounds’ worth of stock.
Thankfully, fortune left them some space to trade from
in the buildings rescued by the fire brigade.
When I went down there in December, there was a
banner on the railings outside proudly proclaiming
“Anchor Supplies, still going strong”. So is the Cattle
Market, and Nottingham is much the better for it.

words and photo: Benedict Cooper

Metronome is Nottingham’s new national centre for music, moving
image, videogames, live performance and spoken word.

wednesdaY 9 january
Manu Delago

monday 21 january
Feel The Beat
Producer Panel

tuesday 22 JANUARY
GameCity Nights

Monday 11 February
Feel The Beat
Artist Panel

Tuesday 12 February
M Flute, Red Pig Flower
& Simone Sims Longo

friDAY 15 February
DHP Presents
Beth Rowley

SATURDAY 2 MARCH
Don Letts

Sunday 17 MArch
The Dodge Brothers

Friday 22 MArch
Group Listening

For more information and to
buy tickets visit: metronome.uk.com

STAY TRUE
interview: Bridie Squires

A master of the multisyllabic rhyme scheme,
TrueMendous is a rapper and busker from Birmingham
who recently upped sticks to the big smoke. In February,
she's back in the Midlands as part of the UKYA City
Takeover in Nottingham. A residential artist at The
Roundhouse, she's been kicking out multi-genre, storyfocused music with a mad work rate, and is currently
putting together a new EP and book of lyrics. We caught
up with the rising star ahead of her visit…
You’re a residential artist at The
Roundhouse in London, what does
that entail?
It’s a programme they run for upand-coming musicians, helping them
with gigs, events and networking
opportunities. They’re the ones who
told me about UKYA City Takeover in
Nottingham actually. They’re pushing
artists they think are worth helping.
How have you found the move from
Birmingham to London?
It's a quicker pace, and there’s a lot more
going on in terms of performances. You
can accomplish a lot more in a shorter
period of time; it’s developed me to a
point I feel like I couldn’t push past in
Birmingham. You can feel the competition
here a lot more.
Tell us about the book of lyrics you're
developing...
There'll be pre-existing material as well
as new stuff. Pattern- and flow-wise,
people can get lost in what I’m saying
so this will offer the opportunity to
understand everything more clearly.
People can pay attention to what I’m
saying rather than how I’m saying it.
Are there any artists that you admire or
take inspiration from lyric-wise?
Ghetts is top tier. He’s articulate, and his
flow patterns and delivery are all highcalibre. US-wise, I’d say Kendrick, J-Cole,
and Wale. Wale is very underrated but
he’s sick. My favourite is Andre 3000; his
mind is just ridiculous. He’s crazy. And
Lauryn Hill, obviously.
A lot of your music is focused on
storytelling…
I do gravitate towards it. Funnily enough,
I don’t read too much. It takes a specific
kind of writer to draw me into a book; I
loved Noughts and Crosses by Malorie
Blackman, but in general I’m more into
films and extract ideas through them. I
enjoy stuff that makes you think, like The
Butterfly Effect and Get Out. All that
mad shit.
What kind of writing activities do you
do to keep things fresh?
I put out sixty-second cover challenges
and freestyle videos on Instagram. I'll
take an instrumental, like a J Dilla or a Dr
Dre beat, and base something off the title
or extract the concept and put my own
lyrics to it. Doing those little covers keeps
me on my toes.
Are there any specific skills you’re
looking to master?
I busk a lot, and that pushes me. I’m
improving my clarity, delivery, pitch
changes and flow patterns, and I’m
playing with lyrics and the different ways
of executing them. I'm teaching myself
through busking.

Can you remember the first time
you busked?
It was with Obi Rudo, who’s from
Nottingham, funnily enough. He raps
in French and English. I was working in
retail at the time, and he got me into it.
I saw him in Birmingham town centre,
and we did a quick back to back; he
spat a verse, I spat a verse. We made a
quick ten-fifteen quid in a few minutes. I
eventually left my job to busk full-time.
I get commissions, gigs and workshops,
but my income is mainly through busking.
I've been all over the UK.
We saw you busking in JemVenturez’
YouTube video Somewhere in
Manchester and he was loving you…
Yeah, I know Jem! He bought two CDs
off me. I’ve seen him a few times now
while I’ve been busking. It’s nice, you get
compliments from people who want to
support you. It’s a good way to network
with other artists.

It’s about being
independent, going for
what you want, and not
being afraid to be weird
Is there a core message you want to
put out with your work?
It's about self-respect and having the
drive to achieve without having to rely
on a normal nine-to-five, or a partner.
It's about being independent, going for
what you want, and not being afraid to be
weird. I love creatives who don't stick to
the rules.
What can we expect from your show
for UKYA City Takeover in February?
I'm doing a mixture of three songs: oldschool hip hop, a more trappy tune, and
one with smoother undertones. Expect
some energy. I'm looking forward to
seeing some other artists, too. There's a
big mix of creatives about.
Anything else you'd like to say to
LeftLion readers?
Just that 2019 is the year of the weird
musician! Don't be afraid to express
yourself in ways that haven't been done
before. Don't worry if people are gonna
like it. Find out what the outcome is.

Catch TrueMendous at UKYA City
Takeover in Nottingham, Thursday
7 - Wednesday 13 February 2019.
truemendousmusic.com
ukyoungartists.co.uk
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Queer Chinese Representations
on Transnational Screens

Organised by the Centre of Contemporary East Asian Cultural Studies, University of Nottingham

Djanogly Theatre
Free, booking recommended
Suitable for 16+

6 February, 3-5pm

6 February, 6-8pm

7 February, 2-3.30pm

7 February, 4-6pm

The Fantastic
Queer Shanghai:
CINEMQ presents

From Nanning
with Love:

Welcome to
Queer Britain:

Queer Affect
in the Diaspora:

Be A Woman

Yvo and Chrissy

Soundless
Wind Chime

Extravaganza

(2011)

(2017)

(2018)

(2009)

lakesidearts.org.uk | 0115 846 7777
@lakesidearts #CNY19

See more Chinese New Year
events at lakeside.org.uk/CNY
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History Month
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Pro wrestling has had a bit of resurgence of late. With Notts lad Gabriel Kidd appearing on ITV’s World of Sport, and
Nottingham Contemporary hosting a sold-out Spandex Ballet back in September, it’s fair to say there’s something stirring in
our city when it comes to the sport. Here, we delve into the history of wrestling in Nottingham, and take a look at who’s flying
the flag these days...
Insanely violent melodrama, scuffling choreographed
stuntmen or “The One True Sport”. Whatever your opinion
of pro wrestling, it’s safe to say that Notts isn’t a town
considered synonymous with the noble art. However, we do
have some historical pedigree for shoot1 wrestling thanks
to Sir Thomas Parkyn, the wonderfully named “Wrestling
Baronet of Bunny”. Parkyn was an affluent landowner who
built swathes of Nottingham’s suburbs while promoting his
beloved “Cornish Hugg” wrestling, even training soldiers in
this catch style2 for self-defence.
Sir Thomas was the biz. He had a pro-wrestling-style
alter-ego named Lucator, and literally wrote the book on
wrestling, publishing the first textbook on the subject in
1727. Best of all, he organised an annual slobberknocker3
in the grounds of his mansion, the winner receiving an
outlandish golden hat. Sadly, Parkyn died in 1742, but if I
could hop in a time machine and book a match, I’d
organise for Sir Thomas to fight Bendigo, Notts’ other
notable historic pugilist. It’d be right up there with Ric Flair
vs Dusty Rhodes4.
Pro wrestling was born in nineteenth-century carnivals,
as gullible punters drunkenly wagered their dosh before
predictably getting pummelled by a legitimate bruiser.
Goose Fair had a wrestling booth of this ilk, courtesy of
stalwart Ron Taylor, where you could apparently watch the
terrifying “Big Mama” batter everyone; presumably, this
was a work5. Ron shut up shop in 2001, but I still speculate
wistfully about this presumably superb spectacle. An
honourable mention also goes to Kundan “The Beast from
Basford” Singh, a prominent shoot wrestler, hard nut and
winner of the British Heavyweight Championship in 1977.
He is now the city’s most entertaining taxi driver by a
country mile.
Notts’ historical influence on legit submission wrestling is
significant to the ongoing evolution of pro wrestling, which
is experiencing a boom in the UK. British catch wrestling is
also undergoing a global renaissance, surging in popularity
both in America and Japan, courtesy of successful British
exports like Zack Sabre Jr.
The spiritual home of wrestling in Notts is House of Pain.
The organisation promotes entertaining and polished shows
around the city, some child friendly, with an authentic quality
all their own. They kept the torch lit in Notts when UK
wrestling was in danger of sputtering out entirely. Recently
entrenched in a cool training facility deep in the Radford

Flexicon

Badlands, HOP is equally notable for their contribution
to training wrestlers and mentoring the region’s next
generation.
House of Pain alumni Joseph Conners now performs with
WWE, and Gabriel Kidd had a good run on ITV’s World of
Sport. Both will surely be big stars. HOP is run by Paul Stixx,
who’s proud of how much the scene has grown locally: “We
are now putting on seven or eight shows a month and the
crowds keep getting bigger,” he says. “Our training school’s
roster is always expanding and we have more great talent
on the way, like Kanji and Visage. We are proud to have
flown the flag for wrestling in Nottingham when the scene
was so much weaker than it is now.”
Every city deserves a varied local scene, and Nottingham
now boasts options for fans of all proclivities: Paradox
cater to the adult end of the spectrum with raucous, hardhitting monthly shows at Riley’s Sports Bar, and Wrestling
Resurgence deliver stylish performances at Nottingham
Contemporary with a hilariously self-aware tone. The two
promotions are wildly different, but both can claim excellent
workers, clear vision of their audience’s expectations and
most importantly, great matches.
Notts has another exciting promotion on the horizon:
Wrestle Gate Pro. Debuting at Rushcliffe Arena on Saturday
26 January with an exciting lineup of international and local
talent, promoter Gary Ward reckons the Midlands is finally
ready for this unique, hard-hitting style of wrestling. “We’re
extremely influenced by Japanese wrestling, and bringing
this show to Nottingham fills a gap in the UK wrestling
scene,” says Gary. “Bringing wrestling back to this great
venue is a wonderful thing.”
While WWE does sporadically parachute into Notts, it’s
important to have a local promotion here to follow. Here,
fans have a chance to develop authentic affection or hatred
for the performers over a period of time, and get to meet
the stars of the show in person. Promoters, referees and
even purveyors of merchandise can become characters in
this wonderfully fluid world, where the whim of fans not
only sets the mood, but often directly impacts storylines.
Good, indie wrestling combines the best bits of theatre,
MMA, stand-up, gymnastics and pantomime into a heady,
ridiculous cocktail which has to be seen to be appreciated.
The result may be predetermined, but the action is mindbogglingly dangerous, incredibly skilful and very painful for

the people in the ring. For fans, it’s just very exciting.
Some may struggle to appreciate the drama in a bout where
both participants know the result. Annoyingly clued-up fans
don’t tend to take wrestling at face-value – to the frustration
of many performers – yet still experience genuine tension
in the space between the expectation of what they think
“should” happen, and the promoter’s storyline decisions.
WWE in particular manage to inflame their audiences
by refusing to give fan favourites a push, occasionally
subverting this with an unexpected switcheroo. The joy
many fans experience when their favourite wrestler wins
isn’t usually because they believe it’s a genuine competition,
it’s a feeling of catharsis that the promoter has faith in
their wrestler.
So, how do you become a mark6? Like many children of
the eighties, I was glued to Mr Hogan and co, but random
indie shows in the mid noughties really got me hooked on
the hard stuff. This was generally considered a dark time
for UK wrestling, but I was happy with shows for a tenner,
fascinated with the enjoyably ramshackle environment, and
astounded to meet legends like A.J. Styles and Brett Hart
flogging merchandise at half-time.
It’s the weird stuff that really makes it, like the particularly
bloody retirement match of a northern, hardcore hero,
during which he caught fire and plummeted down a set of
stairs. I thought he was dead at one point. Fifteen minutes
later, he was sitting right behind us, hardly a mark on him,
enjoying some meat-paste sandwiches and discussing
tomorrow’s school run with his lovely wife. Unbelievable.
Then there was the hysterical crowd reaction as a nowglobally-famous muscle-bound adonis was pursued
around the arena by an enraged mother, having accidently
splattered her child with hot dog mustard. There’s so much
joy in seeing a long-forgotten childhood hero return to show
they’ve “still got it,” and a morbid fascination in realising
that they have, in fact, definitely lost it. It’s all stuff you can
only find in the wrestling world.
These eccentric and lovable experiences keep us coming.
Should Nottingham wrestling’s renaissance continue,
perhaps our wrestling community will reinstate Sir Thomas
Parkyn’s annual tournament to honour our original inring innovator, whose outlandish approach would fit in
remarkably well today. Plus, there isn’t a pro wrestler alive
whose look wouldn’t be enhanced by a massive golden hat.

1

Shoot – a legit scrap

3

Slobberknocker – a scrap, brawl or pagga

5

A work – a ficticious angle

2

Catch style – submission-based wrestling

4

Flair vs Rhodes – a legendary, old-time feud

6

A mark – a fan or customer, a sucker or rube

UNDER cover artist
interview: Alex Kuster
photo: David Severn

The people who go every week get really invested in the characters and
storylines. It’s all prescribed; they decide who’s going to win the match
beforehand, which leads a lot of people to say that it’s fake. Even if it is
planned, they’re still throwing each other over their shoulder and smacking
each other. The punches may be pulled, but it’s still painful.
It’s amazing that House of Pain provides an arena for this. Paul Stixx, who
runs it, says that when he was younger and got into wrestling, there was no
scene at the time, whereas now there is. He’s really opened up a platform for
wrestling in Nottingham to have an opportunity that perhaps he didn’t have.
Did the wrestlers defy their seemingly tough exterior?
They’re often slightly nerdy! Wrestling can be aligned with videogame culture
and “geeky” hobbies like collecting figurines. There are all sorts of reasons
why someone would want to have a go at wrestling. A lot of them seem to be
into alternative culture; maybe they didn’t fit in at school and were a bit shy.
Wrestling is a way for them to express themselves.

We experience a million things in the
world around us, so to point a camera at one
thing places a lot of importance on it
How does the shoot coincide with other projects of yours?
My main project at the moment is Workers Playtime, which is all about the
history and significance of performance and entertainment within workingclass communities. That stemmed from my dad, who is an Elvis Presley
impersonator and a former mine worker. A lot of his friends on the workingmen’s club circuit are tribute acts or comedians, and were once miners or
factory workers. They were using performance and theatre to make an extra
income. Today, wrestling can be counted as one of those outputs.

This month’s cover artist is one of the most
hardworking photographers in the city. Having
just released his Whitby Goth Weekend
photobook, and with a bunch of other projects
in the pipeline, we sat down with David
Severn to get the skinny on his wrestling
shoot at Nottingham’s House of Pain, for this
issue of LeftLion...
Who’s on the cover this month?
That’s Joseph Starr. I specifically asked for him to be at the shoot
because I just like how goofy he is. He’s really nice. Wrestling tends
to attract kind-of misfit characters. It’s a way of building confidence
and channelling your anger. He definitely fits into that idea of what a
wrestler is to me. Last time I saw him perform he was the good guy,
but recently he’s become the baddie.
I picked Joseph because his look is more natural, and reminiscent of
wrestling in the seventies, when it was literally just some bloke who
worked as a car mechanic and went to wrestling in the evenings. He’s
not super toned, or oiled up and tanned. He’s more like a normal lad.
Wrestling is definitely something I want to photograph more, and I
need to keep going with it to crack the shell.
What do you enjoy about photographing wrestling in particular?
I want to take pictures of things that I find interesting or unusual.
Photography is a key to worlds that you’d otherwise not be a part
of, and I’m just naturally quite a nosey person who wonders what
makes people tick. Wrestling is definitely having a resurgence lately.
It’s an art form. It’s quite eccentric and visually interesting because
they’re all wearing homemade costumes. I’m really interested in the
DIY elements, and I like that the fans make their own signs; there’s
craftsmanship behind it all.
The first wrestling event I went to was with my friend Sam, who’s the
curator at the Attenborough Arts Centre. He’s a fine-arts person, but
he’s also really into wrestling. Almost from an academic standpoint,
he’s very analytical of it, not just as a sport but from a theatrical
perspective. It’s like a soap; they have certain characters, the bad guys
and the good guys.

Then there’s Thanks, Maggie. It’s a project about culture and social life in North
Nottinghamshire coalfields: where I was brought up. The project looks at the
environment of Mansfield and the different uses of the former colliery sites
that’ve now been landscaped and turned into nature reserves. They’re strange
places because they often retain signs of their former industrial pasts. Workers
Playtime follows on from that, and focuses on entertainment and theatre
in the community. I’m going to expand Workers Playtime across the nation
to find different performers with industrial connections who hopefully are
bringing that into their performance.
How did you first get into photography?
I didn’t study because of the rise in tuition fees, and I just wanted to get
on with Thanks, Maggie; I felt like I was going somewhere with it and that
university would be a distraction from making the work. I was always quite a
creative person, but art was my worst subject at school. I was bad at sitting
still and drawing, and I’m still terrible at that.
I got my first camera at sixteen or so, and it was just a little digital camera. I
loved that it was instantaneous; instead of having to sit and cut and draw, I
could just go out into the world. It was an excuse to be creative with what I
saw and how I framed it, rather than try to manually put pen to paper.
Are you critical of your own work?
I am very critical. I drive my girlfriend mad cause I’m literally never happy with
my photographs. The moment I scan in the first negative, I always go “Oh,
f**king hell, that’s it. I’m not doing this anymore. This is sh*t. I’m no good at
this.” Then I start to come round to them, but it takes me a few days before I
start to accept them as my children.
Do you have any philosophies surrounding photography?
It’s almost like curating the world around you. Whenever you take a picture
of something, you’re saying “This is important, look at this thing” and the act
of taking a photograph is concreting how you feel about it. We experience a
million things in the world around us, so to point a camera at one thing places
a lot of importance on it.
There’s a misconception that photography somehow tells a truth, and that
people have a lot of trust in it. It’s just a blink of an eye out of the complete
fluidity of life. It’s completely down to when you press the shutter button, and
the photographer is in complete control of that. A portrait of somebody is
more telling about the photographer than it is about the subject.
As a photographer, you’re projecting so much of yourself, your ideas and
everything else you bring to that shoot. You’re making subjects into what you
think of them. There are so many photography myths that are simply untrue,
especially things like portraiture capturing a bit of someone’s soul. It’s totally
not. Usually the best portraits are when you can see the visual identity of the
photographer behind it.
davidsevern.com
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The trend of board-game cafes started up in Britain around 2014 with the opening of Draughts
in London, and Notts eventually followed with three offerings of its own. Our dice-rolling
correspondent Toby Johnston has tested the waters of each local gaming gaff, and is here to
report back with his findings...

I’ve been going to Chimera’s Monday
Night Yu-Gi-Oh! League for over a
year now, and it's amazing. The staff
are welcoming, the atmosphere is
calm – save for a bit of occasional
excited shouting from the regulars
– and it is, despite the slightly
smaller size, probably my favourite
of the three. However, it can be
a bit of an acquired taste. With a
focus on tabletop and card gaming,
Chimera runs dedicated nights for
specific popular games; many of the
opportunities to play require groups
of people who know the game, rather
than those looking to book a table
and choose new stuff from the shelf.
You can buy board games, card
games, comics, and tabletop
accessories from Chimera. The venue
doesn't have a bar, but offers drinks
and snacks, and there’s a great
community vibe; you can play with
people you don’t know, if you have
a game in common. I’d definitely
recommend this store to anyone who
knows or is looking to learn games
like Magic the Gathering, Pokemon
TCG, and Star Wars X-Wing, or
experienced D&D and Warhammer
enthusiasts.

Just up the road from Viccy Centre is the
cafe that brought the Notts board game
scene into the public eye. With feltcovered tables to ensure ease of play,
the venue hosts many different cardgame tournaments each night, with a
specific focus on Magic the Gathering,
as well as offering off-the-shelf play
for £5 per table for four hours. There
are stacks upon stacks of games to
choose from, with physical, tabletop,
card and board games all available,
plus boosters. They’ve also got veganfriendly food in the cafe, as well
as comics and select memorabilia
for sale.
The staff are more than happy to make
game recommendations to anyone
asking. Table hire and playing in a
contained group is encouraged by
the style of The Dice Cup. In the same
breath, their specific game nights are
great for going down on your own
and meeting new people, so it’s a
good middle ground between Chimera
and Ludorati. For the animal-loving
gamers out there, Merlin the dog is
also regularly seen alongside his owner
Matt, one of the many great staff
members.

All three cafes are welcoming, open and fun places to be. Although
each one caters to its own niche, these venues ultimately serve the
same purpose of bringing people together through play. Ludorati
even has its own “Ludentology” concept, and seeks to spread
the "study, application, and impact of game playing in social and
organisational contexts.”
Part of the increased popularity of board gaming has to be the
social aspect. Spending time with other people is paramount to
human happiness, and the rise of video gaming in the so-called
“digital era” means that many are physically isolated in their pursuit
of play and escapism. In the thick of an increasingly screen-based
world, the rise of board games might seem slightly odd.
But instead of yelling at each other through headphones and mics,
you can sit across from family, friends, or even complete strangers,
and bond face-to-face over a game of almost anything. For so long,
gaming has been about getting away from people, but since the
rise of board-game cafes, people have gravitated towards playing
more openly.

I’m a bit of a Ludorati newbie, but I
recently became sort-of hooked on
the place. With an accessible, normiefriendly edge, Ludorati's huge selection
of board games is what makes it stand
out from the others. Alongside an
awesome coffee house and bar that
could rival big chains, Ludorati hosts an
impressive, alphabetised library of over
1,000 games that include everything
from window production in Azul, and
fake gun frenzies in Cash 'n' Guns, to
leading cities of the Ancient World in 7
Wonders. The place prides itself on its
massive library and retail area.
On the whole, Ludorati's atmosphere
is very beginner-friendly; they offer
hirable Games Masters to aid you
on your way, as well as courses for
beginners. They can teach anyone how
to play almost any game, so Ludorati
would make for a great day out with the
family or a group of mates new to it all.
Their focus is on board gaming, leaving
out other genres like card games and
RPGs to cater to a more introductorylevel clientele. That being said, the
big selection is great for experienced
players looking for some new, weird
board games.

“I play video games to get away from people, and board games
to get together with them,” says Matt from The Dice Cup. “Board
games have more scope to connect people of different ages
and abilities.”
I reckon that sums up gaming as a whole right now. We often hear
assumptions about young people being "screen-obsessed", yet so
many of the participants in this board game revolution belong to
those age groups, and play together with people from all walks
of life.
If you want to take advantage of the rapidly growing movement
that is the board game cafe, I'd definitely recommend it. Especially
since Nottingham has three amazing ones. The pinnacle of board
gaming isn’t just your dusty old Monopoly set, as Matt concludes:
“The gaming rabbit hole goes as deep as you want it to. If you come
along to play games, no-one cares about your gender, age, race,
class, sexuality, or nationality. We are all just humans who want
to play.”

This was once said while we were booking a table. I laughed it off, just happy to be going out. I still
knew that I was being pegged as the “other”. Even the term “disabled person” sounds like we’ve been
deactivated. “Invalid” sounds like we’ve failed at being human and should try harder next time. I can’t
represent all “disabled people” any more than I could answer “what women think” questions as the only
female on a discussion panel, but there needs to be a conversation led by those directly affected by
these barriers to inclusion. I’m gobby, so I’ll start.
In films, people with disabilities are only really represented as dying,
planning to die, plotting to overthrow civilization or being cured and
welcomed back into the world of valid humans. I don’t subscribe to the kill
or cure undertones, nor to the idea we’re either Paralympians, or takers and
fakers. We’re as diverse and valid as the huge challenges we face. Every
disability has a spectrum. The conditions that others can’t see can be as bad
as those they can.
We live by different maps. Our city is full of boundaries that more abled
people rarely see but often help create. The psychogeography of our lives
still includes being kettled into corners by anything from high curbs and
steep stairs to aggressive people and noisy crowds. To exist, we push back
at those boundaries, because those barriers disable us. Exclusion sometimes
restricts or endangers us more than our actual differences do, limiting our
ability to work, rest, play or have a voice and place in society.
I was born with disabilities, collecting more throughout life, many of them
invisible. I drove myself five times harder to fit in; a square peg sanded down
to fit into round holes. When I was bashing through the barriers without
help or complaint, I was accepted. My past work in politics, interfaith,
peace-building and with people with special needs, boiled down to trying to
protect and increase inclusion. I wasn’t considered properly disabled until
I needed mobility aids. Now the wheelchair is what people see first. When
people ask what’s wrong with me, I tell them I’m a mermaid; it’s hard to
walk with a tail.
On my first trip out after five bedbound months, I bimbled downstairs on my
new stairlift, then got whiplash on the uneven pavement outside. Even going
into a different room, we need similar risk assessments to those I once used
to scale rock faces; I can only venture out when my physical condition, the
weather, kit, climbing partners, and terrain, are right.
Any activity can take weeks or more to recover from. My enemies include
lifts that are always out of order, ignorance, hiked-up prices and being left
out in the cold. My biggest barriers include supposedly “accessible” spaces
being used for storage. Disabled loos are often full of beer crates, tables,
chairs, even dirty clothes, meaning nobody could move a wheelchair about.
One accessible toilet had no door, and a stranger once tried to corner me
in another.
The silver lining is that nobody expects me to behave myself, which is useful
when dealing with twits who think my life-long disability is an elaborate
plot to steal their taxes. Like others, I’ve been subjected to bullying, trolling,
harassment, assault, theft and intimidation because of my disability, then

words: Antonia Zenkevitch
illustration: Alex Vine

labelled a “trouble-maker” or worse when speaking out. When a complaint
hearing is held in an inaccessible upstairs room, you know the problem is
bone deep. Experiences like this have left me shell shocked and silenced.
It’s easy to make huge differences. A guy once helped us “break in” to a
local pub by lifting me up the steps, then a regular told the barman to open
up the level side entrance in future. Access isn’t one-size-fits-all; it’s part
architecture, part attitude. There are always ways to include more people. If
we have to ask to be let in, you may already be excluding hundreds.

When a complaint hearing is held in
an inaccessible upstairs room, you know
the problem is bone deep
If you can't make a building accessible for people on wheels, you could
add hearing loops, grab bars, seats and quiet spaces. At events, share the
mic with us, use VR, livestream and sign. My access highlights include the
handmade ramp at Crimson Tree and my poems being read out to involve
me at demos. Cheesy as it sounds, occasionally access is just a smile away.
Speak to us. While I’m in a wheelchair, the number of arses – literally –
talking over me and about me could fill a book.
I’ve been in conflict zones and stood for parliament, but trying to get my
body to work together now feels like trying to pass a UN resolution. I never
imagined that at the age of 39, my greatest ambitions would be to safely get
into another room alone, make a cuppa, or answer my door. My bum and
comedy help cushion some falls, but the truth is that on my own I’d be dead.
It’s hard and getting harder for many of us to get the right help, and that’s
after we admit to ourselves that we need it. In my case, we started getting
meaningful professional support long after I became bedbound. One
specialist said if I’d had assistance sooner, my mobility and health needn’t
have got this bad.
If this bores you, I can handle that. For millions of us, survival depends on
mind-numbingly repetitive battles. I assert my right to be average. Most
humans want to be safely part of what is happening around them. Opening
myself to more bullying is daunting, but worth it if it helps open doors
to others. Nottingham is the city of ShaSa Kitchen, the Women's Centre,
the Terrence Higgins Trust, Sumac and more. I'm throwing this out there
as the next big challenge. We are your workforce, your neighbours, your
customers, comrades in arms and friends in waiting. Do not pity us. Do
include us, because you may need us as much as we need you.

words: Nottslit

illustrations: Clare Forrest

According to studies by The Children’s Society and Pisa, young people in England are among the
unhappiest in the world. With internet bullying, endless school tests and cuts to services, it can be
bleddy hard being a kid. However, help is at hand. Together with Penny Alexander, West Bridgford’s
Becky Goddard-Hill has devised Create Your Own Happy, a workbook that aims to empower children.
School days are supposed to be the best of your life, but the youth of today
have a lot going on. Becky Goddard-Hill’s new book Create Your Own Happy
addresses subjects like internet safety and bullying. “It doesn’t shy away
from the tough stuff,” she says. “These are big, important issues that are
often tricky for kids to control.”
Becky used to work as a social worker and children's bereavement therapist
for Nottingham City Council, and has built on her knowledge by studying the
workings of happiness. Create Your Own Happy is the result. It’s an activity
book for kids aged seven to twelve, packed with interactive fun designed to
increase happiness. Becky explains: “From feeding the birds to creating a
laughter kit and giving out compliments, the book is all about teaching kids
how to be happy in simple ways and how to spread happiness around.”
Becky uses scientific theory to underpin all of the book’s activities, and
explains it clearly to readers. “The science of happiness is absolutely
fascinating,” she says. No stranger to offering advice, Becky is a full-time life
coach and blogger. In 2016, she won a MAD Blog Award for her outstanding
contribution to the blogging community by running five popular blogs that
look at enjoying a creative family life on a budget, parenting, interiors and,
of course, happiness.
Vlogging has a big role to play, too. “I adore vlogging and have been doing
it for a good few years,” says Becky. “You don’t have to worry about typos.
It’s simply a matter of pointing your phone at yourself, pressing record, and
uploading it to YouTube; you don’t need to be particularly tech savvy.”
Back in 2007, Becky wrote a guide to baby budgeting called How to Afford
Time Off with your Baby: 101 Ways to Ease the Financial Strain. The book

was pitched to forty agents before one spotted its potential, leading to its
publication by Random House. For Create Your Own Happy, it was Harper
Collins that secured the publication. “Harper Collins are contemporary
publishers and totally saw the need for a book supporting children’s
emotional health and wellbeing,” says Becky. “I’d previously freelanced for
them, writing advice for parents on their education guides website, so I sent
them the pitch for the book and they just loved it. If you believe in your idea,
keep on pitching.”
The book was collaboratively written with long-time friend and blogging
buddy, Penny Alexander. The authors have created a podcast together,
putting Create Your Own Happy on iTunes. “Penny totally knows how to
create her own happy,” says Becky. “As a former teacher and huge lover of
nature, she brought so much to this book with her understanding of children
and how the environment can impact on us in positive ways.
“We collaborated with our illustrator through copious notes and a
combination of her vision and ours,” she continues. “It turned out absolutely
beautifully and we could not have been more delighted. We’ve had
compliment after compliment for the illustrations.”

From feeding the birds to creating a
laughter kit and giving out compliments,
the book is all about teaching kids how to
be happy in simple ways and how to spread
happiness around
The result of it all is a fun take on a serious issue, giving children a chance
to shape their own lives and the lives of others around them. Organised into
three parts, the book works through a series of practical steps and ideas.
“One of the activities involves creating a happy jar by filling a jar with slips of
paper and recording happy memories. What a lovely, positive thing to do as
a family,” says Becky. Following each activity is a “how did it go?” section, so
each child can discover what works for them.
The idea that we have some ability to control our happiness is something
that inspires the activities. Becky wants to promote the notion of creating
time dedicated to self-care, even on the darkest of days. “I would show
people how to plan activities that they know will lift their mood,” says Becky.
“A long bath, listening to happy music, or chatting to a good friend.”
A mother of two, and a former child development trainer, Becky is aware
of the stress that’s put on the young. “The pressures from social media and
celebrity culture to look and behave a certain way can be huge,” she says.
“Constant digital connectivity means kids have little chance to relax and
switch off. The pressures from school can be intense, even in the primary
years, and nuclear family set-ups and long working hours mean there can
be a lack of family and community connections that are so important to a
child’s wellbeing.”
The author believes in paying kindness forward to create a happier world.
“Just as a smile and a yawn are contagious, so are levels of happiness,” says
Becky. “We cannot help but pass it on, so by making yourself happier, you
do in fact make the whole world happier. Focusing on your own happy isn’t
selfish at all.”
Becky believes Nottinghamians are on the right track, happiness-wise; like
Ken Dodd, we’re blessed with more than our fair share. “I have always found
a huge warmth and resilience in Nottingham people. I think this is down to
community being strong here, and having a connection with others is one of
the keys to happiness.” Developing a supportive community is a passion of
Becky’s and has been the focus of much of her writing.
There are inspirational quotes abound in Create Your Own Happy. One
that sums the book up is “Our ability to be happy is our superpower.
We can call it into action whenever we choose.” As for Becky’s
favourite quote from the book, she opts for Maya Angelou’s “Be a
rainbow in someone else’s cloud.”
And what makes Becky happy? “It doesn’t take much,” she says.
“I’ve always enjoyed really simple things like great coffee, a
good book, a walk in the countryside, watching a movie and
having a cuddle with my kids.”

Create Your Own Happy is published by Harper Collins and
retails at £9.99
collins.co.uk/createyourownhappy

BOOk REVIEWS
A Child Called Happiness
Stephan Collishaw
£3.92, Legend Press
Collishaw has moved from his
usual setting of Eastern Europe
to Zimbabwe and in doing so
has revisited memories to aid
the writing of his characters’
past and present. A Child
Called Happiness contains two
narratives, 115 years apart. In
one, we encounter Chief Tafara
of the Mazowe village grappling with the arrival of
the white man who imposes taxation, leading to
abduction and loss of land. In the present, we meet
Natalie, a woman from England staying with her aunt
and uncle on the same land that once belonged to
Tafara. She ﬁnds an abandoned child, and this begins
a tale of discoveries, ongoing battles, and personal
realisations. The interweaving narratives inevitably
intersect, bringing people together in the face of
conﬂict. Stephan, whose visit to Zimbabwe aged
twenty was a revelation, has told this story with a
genuine passion for his characters and their lives.
Jade Moore

Onesie
Guy Wilgress Hudson
Wild Boar Books, £5.99

Onesie is the poetry collection
from Mansﬁeld-born writer
Guy Wilgress Hudson, in
which he explains life, love,
and the meaning of existence
through the lens of a cosy,
one-piece pyjama. Wrapped
in a noisy Day-Glo pink cover,
the collected pieces roll from
one psychedelic fresco to the next, never quite
slowing down long enough for the gimmick to get old.
Complete with explanatory footnotes that provide
additional ﬂavour to the poems, and a rambling,
semi-conscious introduction, the collection feels less
like the collated work of an author and more like a
feverish, fast-paced essay written by the giddiest
somnambulist tailor to have ever lived. Dream-like,
surreal and with a heap of good humour, Onesie
makes for a quick, fun read, preferably while snuggled
up in a onesie of your own. LP Mills

Create Your Own Happy
Penny Alexander and Becky
Goddard-Hill
£6.65, Collins
As any parent will tell you,
being a kid is bloody intense.
The pressures of school, family
life and keeping up with the
pre-pubescent Joneses may not
sound like much, but they have
the potential to cause just as
much anxiety and upset as a
nine-to-ﬁve. To combat this, Create Your Own Happy
is packed full of exercises and activities designed
to teach bairns the sorts of tricks that they’ll need
to maintain an emotionally healthy and mindful life.
The activities are ﬁt for most ages, and do a good job
of explaining self-care to a younger audience with
ﬂuency and charm while avoiding condescension.
This kind of book might feel faddy, tapping into the
zeitgeist of mental health awareness, but the ﬁnished
product is a valuable tool in maintaining emotional
well-being. Worth picking up for anybody with a
nervous little’un. LP Mills

What Buys a King’s Shilling?
Terence Woolley
£3.99, Independent
Leaving his wife and child,
Joshua Kerry returns from
twenty years’ service in India
and ﬁnds Nottingham divided
by class and civil unrest.
Luddites are protesting new
machinery, raiding workshops
and destroying the frames, and
Kerry is divided in his loyalties:
his family of framework knitters, and the men in his
own regiment who’ve sided with the Luddites. Who
will Kerry side with? Who can he trust? Will he be
able to return to the peace and safety of his wife and
family? Woolley paints a detailed, though somewhat
sanitised, picture of regency-era Nottingham, even
featuring an aristocrat based loosely on Byron; a
nobleman sympathetic to the Luddites. However, the
novel ﬁrmly follows the stories of the soldiers drafted
in to police a Nottingham on the brink of revolution.
A lively but long novel, What Buys a King’s Shilling
could perhaps have beneﬁted from a more thorough
edit. Christy Fearn

29 Seconds
T.M Logan
£7.99, Zaﬀre Publishing
T.M. Logan’s second book has
all the elements of a popular
modern thriller novel, one that
could easily be picked up by an
A-List director and produced
for the big screen. 29 Seconds
focuses on a young academic
determined to get ahead in
the game, despite the sexual
advances of her inappropriate boss. After taking up
the oﬀer of a dangerous man, the protagonist must
come to terms with the ramiﬁcations of her deadly
decision, no matter how life-changing they may be.
Logan doesn’t faﬀ around or overcomplicate things;
the simple, single-point-of-view structure makes the
story easy to follow, and the short and sweet chapter
length is a welcome addition, perfect if you can only
squeeze a few minutes reading time or if you’ve got
four hours to kill. It’s fast-paced, gripping, and highly
entertaining. Emily Thursﬁeld

Postmodern
Richard C. Bower
£7.99, Soulful Group
Styling himself after “Byron,
Bukowski, and Kerouac all rolled
into one”, Richard C. Bower’s
debut collection Postmodern
sees the writer exploring his
worldly existence through a
dreamy lens. Bower’s pieces,
which range from his earliest
work to more recent poems,
feature a style best characterised by its similarity to
the Beat-era poets cited in the book’s introduction,
with a dark, brooding palette and a romantic,
occasionally saccharine tenderness. However, some
of the poems seem to be written by an inexperienced
hand: there’s a tendency towards long-winded
sentences – “a piercing and perpetual stubbornness”,
for example – and a reliance on oftentimes hollowsounding phrases like “ﬁscal economy/the currency of
exchange” that could do with a general sense-check.
Having said that, there’s the occasional gem that
manages to get the balance between metaphor and
abstraction spot-on; Tonight springs to mind, as do
Good Night and Mourning. LP Mills
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What happens when a group of musicians lug their instruments up a mountain in the Alps to record an album? This month,
multi-instrumentalist and composer Manu Delago brings his fascinating new project, Parasol Peak, to Metronome. Fusing
music and film, the result is raw and mesmerising. We caught up with Manu ahead of the screening and live performance…
What is your earliest memory of picking up an instrument?
I got my first drum kit when I was really young; it would have been a present from my dad.
I can recall photos of me playing drums at three years old, and the accordion when I was
seven. I always liked percussion, but it wasn’t until I was about thirteen that it became
more serious. I wanted to be in bands, because that seemed to be the coolest thing to do. I
started taking lessons, and went on to the Conservatoire to study properly. Before that, I was
experimenting with some piano here, some guitar there.
You are a pioneer of the Hang pan. When did you first discover the instrument?
The Hang pan was only discovered in 2000. When I first came across it, I really liked it, but
it was just one of the many instruments in my collection of percussion. It gradually became
more important to me, as it was a great challenge to master a new instrument with no
teachers and no real repertoire.

Parasol Peak was very much a human project,
where seven musicians played together in the same
place. We hiked and climbed to different locations,
and had to support each other through some
extreme conditions.
You’ve toured with Bjork, The Cinematic Orchestra, and Olafur Arnalds. What have
you enjoyed most about working with these artists, and what do you look for when
considering collaborations?
I really value learning new things and expanding my horizons, so when I work with new
artists I look for the opportunity to understand more about how they work. It’s always about
experiencing new things with people I admire. If an artist is doing something dull, I wouldn’t
be drawn to a collaboration for the money; that just doesn’t do anything for me. It’s much
more about creativity.
We can’t wait for you to visit Metronome with Parasol Peak this month. Can you tell us
how the project was born?
I’m really into mountaineering. It’s probably my biggest hobby outside music and Parasol
Peak brought the two things together. I found six other like-minded musicians – very good
musicians – who I could mountaineer with. I wanted us to do something different together
and to break out from the studio vibes, which are often isolating. A lot of production these
days happens through the internet, with you in your studio, playing by yourself.

Parasol Peak was very much a human project, where seven musicians played together in
the same place. We hiked and climbed to different locations, and had to support each other
through some extreme conditions. Ultimately, it was very emotional. There are very strong
visual elements that add to the music, and help to tell the whole story of our experience
recording this album on the mountain.

How does the finished result compare to your original vision?
While I had a vision, it was actually very difficult to imagine what it might look like, because
you can’t really plan for filming in the Alps, what with the altitudes and changing weather
conditions. It was more extreme than we had expected, but that ended up being a positive
thing. I was particularly pleased with the audio elements. It was challenging to record
because we had no electricity, and had to rely on battery-powered devices. We couldn’t
listen back to anything as we were capturing it, because of the extreme conditions and
need to conserve power. Two weeks later, I could finally listen to what we’d recorded, and it
sounded amazing. Not only did we have a film, but an album live-recorded in the Alps.
How did the challenging conditions contribute to the outcomes of Parasol Peak?
I visited the locations beforehand, scouting out different places and composing the music
differently for each location. Each track therefore has a different character. On some tracks,
you can hear a lot of water. Others feature birdsong and the sound of trees moving in
the wind. At times it was extremely cold, which made it exhausting to get to the different
locations with the instruments. Yet those things positively influenced the music. It was a
series of unique moments, and this album really captures that.
Were you aiming to communicate a message about the environment through this
project, or were there any metaphors at play in your vision?
There is definitely a strong nature element to the piece. In the way we worked, we were
respectful and wary of making a negative impact on the landscape. The music is quiet,
for instance, because we did not want to disturb any animals or plants in the process of
recording. In a way, the project aims to show how idyllic nature can be. The Alps are almost
a dream world, and while there are still places on the planet that have that quality, we are
destroying it. There is an element of warning to the project. It’s important to highlight that
our world will not stay like this if we continue.

Catch the Parasol Peak screening and live performance at Metronome on
Wednesday 9 January
metronome.uk.com

interview: Becky Timmins
photo: Maria Kirchner

Cantaloupe
Error States (Album)

If you’re from Nottingham and want to get
added to our music writers list, or get your
tunes reviewed, hit us up on:
editorial@leftlion.co.uk

There’s no sin in synthpop.
Cantaloupe’s Error States is a
collection of eighties-tinged love songs
for the digital generation, and they
pack in more references to tech than
The IT Crowd. You know Cantaloupe all
wear great shoes, and at times they’re
reminiscent of Arcade Fire at their
poppiest. Shut Down opens with sexy, throbbing synths and waiﬁsh
vocals worthy of Alison Goldfrapp or Ladytron. Crowd-pleaser
Change the Record is sweet, breezy, dripping with nostalgia, and
would ﬁnd itself at home in an episode of Stranger Things. Breathe
is a blissful chill-out track of overlapping hums, while The Flood is
soaring space-angel noises. End track Bad News has a gorgeously
melancholy Portishead-esque hook, while failing to dampen Error
States’ utopian vibe. “It’s a complicated spreadsheet that nobody
can manage but me” may or may not refer to their impressive list of
vocalists. Either way, it all computes. Natalie Mills

Truhvas
4Play (EP)

Luke Peter Foster
Of the Night (Single)

Hip-hop artist Truhvas has been on the
up and up for a while now. His track
Horoscopes was given a premiere on BBC
Radio Introducing, and he followed up on
its success with three songs which all tell a
story about the man behind the music. Each
track is a hit in its own right, but Canerows slows down the upbeat
tempo found on the rest of the EP, allowing us to hear the raw talent
in his voice that’s given less focus elsewhere. Truhvas is no stranger
to the business, having made music since 2002 in his mum’s studio.
Seventeen years later, he is ﬁnally getting well-deserved recognition
that’s been a long time coming. Alexandra Chrysotomou

Of The Night is the most recent work of
Nottingham-based spoken-word artist Luke
Peter Foster. With an honest depth and lyrical
complexity that brings back echoes of Loyle
Carner, Foster shows serious development
in his sound. The addition of live guitar
rather than sampling injects a melancholic realness into the song,
and a sudden turn into a darker, more detailed lyrics shows Foster
maturing as an artist. The whole thing is oﬀset by the docile rhythm
of the beat, emulating the calmness of night and helping to put
us straight into his perfect-condition CDGs. It’s a modern ballad
embodying the moral dilemmas of someone with a lot of music
left to give. Oli Aston

Asa
Asa (Album)
His name is Asa, but you might know him as
“that guy who works at Fopp”. On this selftitled debut album, Asa goes full-on Trent
Reznor and pretty much writes, records and
produces the whole bleddy thing, playing
every instrument while he’s at it. The raw
tone of the album is reminiscent of the Stooges, with the unhinged
guitars, thick basslines and thumping drums as seen on songs
like Ibuprofen. Asa’s wide range of inﬂuences is prevalent on this
album; Bringin’ Em Down sounds like a mesh between The Clash
and The Beach Boys, while Citrus Sucka A Yah-Yah show his hip-hop
inﬂuence. It’s all very nineties, with a laid-back, psychedelic feel and
a distinctly British twist. Matthew Williams

NUSIC
BOX

Ben McElroy
The Word Cricket Made Her Happy
(Album)
Nottingham-based musician Ben McElroy
makes ambient music with a blend of acoustic
instruments and computer-processing vibes.
This album, released on Eilean Records,
features seven tracks with sounds ranging from pure drone in The
Sailor And The Albatros, to homey, UK-styled folk in the title track.
Transitions from instrumental focus in Ink Drunk to more vocal
moments in All Around Prayed The Drowned Men keep the album
fresh, while the happy-go-lucky titular track makes good use of
strings, and ﬁnal track The Yellow’un Always Wins grounds you with
its natural depth. This journey through vocals and instruments oﬀers
something equally delicate and brooding, and sticks around with
you long after a listen. Malvika Padin

Your new Notts music tip sheet, as compiled by Nusic’s
Sam Nahirny. Want more? Check out the fortnightly
podcasts and live Future Sessions on the Nusic website.

Betsey Bircumshaw

My Pet Fauxes

Part of First Light – a youth label and supergroup of very talented
humans – Betsey is a sixteen-year old who has as much musical
prowess as anyone who’s been in the business for years. With
a raspy vocal that manages to be both delicate and incredibly
powerful, her open, honest songwriting narratives have us
convinced that Betsey is a 35-year-old, well-travelled superstar
who somehow ended up in a freak science experiment and is now
in a teenage vessel. Either way, she's got an EP coming out soon,
and based on what we heard at her Future Session, it’s sounding
well tasty.
facebook.com/betseysmusic

An indie-pop dream is probably the best way to describe MPF.
This ﬁve-piece take jangly, riﬀey goodness, throw some super
catchy vocal melodies on top, and sheen it all oﬀ with some nextlevel-swish production. Then there’s Aaron, who emcompasses
everything you want a frontman to be; he’s full of swagger, unique
vocal tones, on-stage moves and banter that shouldn’t work, but
just does. The few songs they’ve released so far all have an air of
radio-mega-smash to them should they get in front of the right
ears. Go share the bleep out of it.
facebook.com/mypetfauxes
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Nottingham Philharmonic
Orchestra Family Concert:
Heroes and Adventures
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When? Saturday 26 January, 6pm
Where? Royal Concert Hall
How much? £9 - £23
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For this year’s family concert, Nottingham Philharmonic
Orchestra will fill your tabs with a right adventure. Taking
some of the most recognisable songs from both TV and
film, plus popular classical pieces, the music will get you
reminiscing the exciting exploits of all your favourite heroes;
think Raiders of the Lost Arc, The Adventures of Robin Hood
and Tchaikovsky’s 1812 Overture. The orchestra have invited
local singer Kate Taylor, who sang Eliza in Theatre Royal’s
My Fair Lady in 2017, to pitch in on some tunes, and the
concert will be introduced by BBC East Midlands Today’s
Dominic Heale.
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Wild Brunch Party

When? Saturday 26 January
Where? Secret Location
How much? £5
After their last party
was such a big hit,
Wild Brunch have
decided to treat us to
another underground
rave in the new year.
Held in a secret
basement in NG1, the
location is emailed out
exclusively to ticket
holders, like summat
out a spy movie.
Expect top-notch DJs,
live art and all the
good vibes.
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Why Do Serial Killers

Kill?
When? Monday 14 Jan
uary, 7pm
Where? Brewhouse &
Kitchen
How much? £14
Funzing Talks are revolu
tionising the way we all
do
after-work drinks, by run
ning a series of talks and
bound to spice up our
events
pints. This month’s top
ic is serial
killers. Are there any psy
chological diﬀerences
between a
murderer and a non-mu
rderer? Are serial killers
born that
way? What drives peo
ple to kill? There’s onl
y one way to
ﬁnd out...

Writer with
a Disability?
Local poet Neal Pike runs
Tentacles at Nottingham
Playhouse on the last
Wednesday of every month.
With guest facilitators and a
variety of disciplines explored,
it’s an unpatronising space run
for people to develop creativity,
and the collective want new
participants of all ages and
abilities to join them. Email
Neal on pikepoetry@gmail.com
if you want to get involved.
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you think poetry is more than
ﬂower metaphors about ﬂowers
you swim along in your lane, then realise more are like you
you have six ﬂailing tentacles
you can’t hear waves that crash around you
nor see waves around you
when you learnt to swim, instructors called you clumsy
you can’t read patterns of waves
you can’t write wave patterns without scrawling extra waves
you are sick of writing in your own lane
you know how to swim to Nottingham Playhouse on the last
Wednesday of every month
if you don’t, a tentacle called Neal will wave you this way.

Neal Pike
Tentacles takes place at Nottingham Playhouse on Wednesday
30 January, 5pm.

What’s on?
TUESDAY 1 JAN

THURSDAY 3 JAN

FRIDAY 4 JAN

SATURDAY 5 JAN

SUNDAY 6 JAN

🍴 Champagne Brunch
The Pudding Pantry
£5, 11am

💪 Ashtanga Yoga Nottingham
The Dragon
£8 - £10, 6.30am

💪 Pilates
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 11am

🎲 Poker Night
The Grosvenor
£5, 8pm

👪 New Year’s Day Guided Walk
Sherwood Forest
£2 - £4, 1pm

🍺 Homebrew Share and Tasting
With Totally Brewed
The Overdraught
Free, 7.30pm

👪 Rainbow Stripes
Stonebridge City Farm
£2, 11am

♫ Blow the Dust:
Orchestral Playing Day
The Albert Hall
£22 - £38, 10am

🙏 New Year Resolution Writing
The deepest corners of yer mind

WEDNESDAY 2 JAN
🎥 His Girl Friday
Nottingham Contemporary
£5, 6.30pm
🔧 Free Life Coaching
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 5pm
🎲 The Lion Quiz
The Lion at Basford
Free, 8:30pm
🎥 Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes
of Grindelwald
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80, 2.30pm

♫ The Glenn Miller Orchestra
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£24 - £28, 3pm
🔧 Crafty Club
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 10am
🎥 Horror Movie Night
The Fox And The Crown
Free, 8pm
🎥 Laurel and Hardy Roadshow
Showcase Cinema de Lux
£7.60 - £10.85, 7pm
👪 Children’s Bread Baking
Green’s Windmill and Science Centre
£7.60 - £10.85, 7pm
🏃 New Year, New You:
Three Hour Jog
Your Nearest Green Space

♫ Line of Fire + Down In One
+ Sirenity + Wreck + Zero
Point Zero
The Maze
£4 - £5, 7.30pm
♫ Live Music
The Grosvenor
Free, 9pm
🎲 Friends Quiz
Bierkeller
£5, 7pm
👪 Save the Earth Cooperative
Community Market
Sneinton Market
Free, 5pm
👪 Mindfulness Group
Tiger Boe
£3.50 - £5, 2.30pm

♫ Musicroom
Intu Victoria Centre
Free, 3pm
♫ Saturday Night Jam
The Southbank Bar - Nottingham City
Free, 7pm
👪 Nottingham Mindfulness
Group: Saturday Social at Sobar
Cafe Sobar
£1, 2.30pm
♫ André Rieu’s 2019 New Year’s
Concert From Sydney
Savoy Cinema
£11 - £13.50, 7pm
💃Wavy Saturdays
Ink Nottingham
£5, 10.30pm
♫ The Jam’d
The Maze
£9.90, 7.30pm

🎺 Brussel Sprout Comeuppance
The Nearest Bog

🎲 Music Quiz
The Lion at Basford
8.30pm
🎲 Quiz Up in a Brewery
The Trent Navigation Inn
7pm
🔧 Weave your own
Wrist Warmers
Debbie Bryan
£38, 10am
💃 Hula Hooping
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 2pm
♫ André Rieu’s 2019 New Year’s
Concert From Sydney
Savoy Cinema
£11 - £13.50, 3pm
♫ New Years Revolution 3
Rock City
£13.20, 12pm
💃 Gin and Yoga
The Botanist
£32.24, 2pm

MONDAY 7 JAN

TUESDAY 8 JAN

WEDNESDAY 9 JAN

THURSDAY 10 JAN

FRIDAY 11 JAN

♫ National Youth Orchestra:
Come and Play
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£10 - £26.50, 4.15pm

🎤 Open Mic Night
Pepper Rocks
Free, 9pm

♫ Manu Delago’s Parasol Peak:
Performance and Film Screening
Metronome
£13.75, 7pm

🔧 Crafty Club
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 10am

♫ Live Music
The Grosvenor
Free, 9pm

🔧 Words for Wellbeing:
Opening Into Creativity
Nottingham Writers Studio
£45 - £55, 10am

💪 Pilates
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 11am

🎥 Rosa Luxemburg
Broadway Cafe Bar
£4.50 - £9, 5.45pm
🎥 Talk Cinema: Afternoon
Broadway Cinema
£30 - £60, 2pm
👪 Retro Video Games
on Big Screen
Bunkers Hill
Free, 4pm
🎲 Charity Pub Quiz
The Maze
£2 - £3, 7pm
👪 Beginners French Class
Malt Cross
£150 for 10 lessons, 6.30pm
📖 The Poet as Bard: Storytelling
in Poetry Six Week Course
Writing East Midlands
£118 - £123, 7pm
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🎥 Something Left Behind + Q&A
Broadway Cinema
£4.50 - £9, 8pm
🔧 The Craft of Writing:
Development Sessions
Nottingham Writers Studio
£5 - £9, 7pm
🎭 The Eﬀect
Lace Market Theatre
£10 - £11, 7.30pm
🎭 An Evening with
Stephen Mangan
Nottingham Playhouse
£40, 6.30pm
♫ Notts In A Nutshell:
Thundermental + The Hungry
Freaks + Midnight Paradise
+ Lightwash
The Maze
£3, 7.30pm
📣 Save The Honeybee
with Rebecca Nesbit
The Canalhouse
Free, 7.30pm

🎥 Mustang
Nottingham Contemporary
£5, 6.30pm
🎨 Wednesday Walkthrough:
Tai Shani
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6pm
😂 The £1 NCF Comedy Night
Canalhouse
£1, 8pm
🎤 Crosswords Open Mic
The Cock and Hoop
£2, 7.30pm
🔧 Free Life Coaching
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 5pm
🎥 Beginning Screenwriting
Broadway Cinema
£70 - £130, 6.30pm
🔧 Exploring Sculpture Workshop
Nottingham Contemporary
£15 - £45, 10am

♫ Yana
Bonington Theatre
£5 - £12, 8pm
🔧 Hannah Buckley Workshop
Dance4’s iC4C
Free, 10am
🎭 The Eﬀect
Lace Market Theatre
£10 - £11, 7.30pm
🔧 Masterclass for Actors
with Adam Penford
Nottingham Playhouse
£5, 6.30pm
👪 Windrush: Journeys to
Nottingham
New Art Exchange
Free, 6.30pm

👪 Rainbow Stripes
Stonebridge City Farm
£2, 11am
♫ The Solution
The Malt Shovel
Free, 9pm
♫ The Counter Culture Rewind
Rough Trade
Free, 7pm
♫ Quadrophenia
Rescue Rooms
£14.30, 8pm
🎭 The Eﬀect
Lace Market Theatre
£10 - £11, 7.30pm
♫ TAngerinecAT + The Madeline
Rust + Modulator ESP +
Katie Mitchell
The Maze
£6, 8pm

SATURDAY 12 JAN

SUNDAY 13 JAN

MONDAY 14 JAN

TUESDAY 15 JAN

WEDNESDAY 16 JAN

♫ Adriana Lecouvreur
Broadway Cinema
£13 - £20, 5.45pm

🎲 Poker Night
The Grosvenor
£5, 8pm

🎥 Talk Cinema: Afternoon
Broadway Cinema
£30 - £60, 2pm

🔧 Reﬁning Your Novel
with Megan Taylor
Waterstones
£118 - £123, 1pm

🎲 Music Quiz
The Lion at Basford
8.30pm

👪 Retro Video Games
on the Big Screen
Bunkers Hill
Free, 4pm

🎨 The Study Sessions: Still I Rise
Decolonising Queer/Feminist
Resistance
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6.30pm

🎭 Met Opera Live: La Traviata
(Giuseppe Verdi)
Broadway Cafe Bar
£13 - £20, 12pm

👪 Nottingham Mindfulness
Group: Saturday Social
Cafe Sobar
£1, 2.30pm
♫ Lorelle Meets The Obsolete
Rough Trade
Free, 3pm
🍷Gin Tasting in the Caves
Malt Cross
£25, 7pm
♫ Dead On Arrival
Rescue Rooms
£6.60, 6.30pm
🎥 The Buster Keaton
Picture Show
Nottingham Contemporary
£7.70 - £14.30, 2pm

🎲 Quiz Up in a Brewery
The Trent Navigation Inn
7pm
🔧 Lampshade Making
Debbie Bryan
£38 - £80, 10am
💃 Hula Hooping
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 2pm
♫ Adriana Lecouvreur
Broadway Cinema
£13 - £20, 12pm
♫ From Inside + Black Ink +
Wolves Don’t Sleep +
Dawn of Anubis
The Maze
£5, 7pm

🔧 Hannah Buckley Workshop
Dance4’s iC4C
Free, 5.30pm
📣 Why Do Serial Killers Kill?
Brewhouse & Kitchen
£14, 7pm
🎲 Pub Quiz
Malt Cross
£1, 8.30pm
🎨 Watercolour Painting Class
Strelley Hall
£25, 1.30pm
👪 Learn to Nordic Walk:
Three Week Course
Thoresby Park
£30, 9.30am
♫ Unclouded EP Launch
Jamcafé
Pay What You Can, 6pm

🔬 Ecology, Red Dwarfs and the
Habitability of Their Worlds with
David Stevenson
Five Leaves Bookshop
£3, 7pm
🎥 The Tragedy of King Richard
Broadway Cinema
£13 - £15, 7pm
🔧 Basic Bike Maintenance
Nottingham Bike Works
£40, 6pm
🎭 National Theatre Live:
The Tragedy of King Richard
The Second
Savoy Cinema
£11 - £13.50, 7pm
♫ Puppet Paranoia +
No Setting Sun + Replica Jesus
+ Conspiracy Theorists
The Maze
£3, 7:30pm

🔧 Free Life Coaching
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 5pm
🎥 Beginning Screenwriting
Broadway Cinema
£70 - £130, 6.30pm
🎭 Robin Hood and The Babes in
the Wood: Relaxed Performance
Nottingham Playhouse
£12.50, 10.30am
🔧 Exploring Sculpture Workshop
Nottingham Contemporary
£15 - £45, 10am
♫ Open Mic Night
The Maze
Free, 8pm
🎲 The Lion Quiz
The Lion at Basford
Free, 8.30pm
🎲 The Big Foxy Quiz
Fox & Grapes
50p, 8pm

THURSDAY 17 JAN

FRIDAY 18 JAN

SATURDAY 19 JAN

SUNDAY 20 JAN

MONDAY 21 JAN

😂 Viva Las Vegans
The Angel Microbrewery
£7 - £10, 7.30pm

💪 Pilates
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 11am

🎭 The Little Gift
Djanogly Theatre
£8, 1.30pm

🔧 Crafty Club
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 10am

👪 Rainbow Stripes
Stonebridge City Farm
£2, 11am

♫ Witchsorrow + Bast + Morag
Tong + Underdark + Antre
The Angel Microbrewery
£7.70, 7pm

🔧 Feel The Beat Pro #4:The
Producers Panel
Metronome
Free, 2.45pm

🔧 Words for Wellbeing:
Opening into Creativity
Nottingham Writers Studio
£45 - £55, 10am

🎨 Hardeep Pandhal’s Paranoid
Picnic: The Phantom Bame
Preview
New Art Exchange
Free, 6pm

👣 Open Class with Katye Coe
Dance4’s iC4C
£5, 10am
♫ Emarosa
Rock City
£13.20, 6.30pm
🎭 Robin Hood And the Babes in
the Woods: Dementia Friendly
Performance
Nottingham Playhouse
£23.50 - £40, 1pm
♫ Metal 2 The Masses 2019:
Heat 1
The Maze
£5 - £6, 7pm

♫ Louise Distras
The Bodega
£8.80, 7pm
♫ Jacob Lee
Rescue Rooms
£8.80, 6.30pm
♫ Charismatic Megafauna Live
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 2pm
♫ Bass Invasion Presents Zen
A Fundraising Rave
The Maze
£5, 9pm

🔧 Reﬁning Your Novel
with Megan Taylor
Waterstones
£118 - £123, 1pm
🔧 Intermediate Bike
Maintenance
Nottingham Bike Works
£65, 10.30am
♫ Jack Broadbent
The Bodega
£16.50, 7pm
👪 Nottingham Mindfulness
Group: Saturday Social
Cafe Sobar
£1, 2.30pm
♫ Durand Jones &
The Indications
Rough Trade
£9.99 - £19.99, 6.30pm
♫ Emo Disco: Three Cheers For
Sweet Revenge Special
The Maze
£5, 9.30pm

💃 Hula Hooping
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 2pm
🎨 Ar-Tea in The Old Cold Store
Vat and Fiddle
Free, 12pm
🎭 Bolschoi Ballet 2018-2019
Season: La Bayadere
Savoy Cinema
£11 - £13.50, 3pm
♫ J Mascis
Rescue Rooms
£22, 7.30pm
📣 Lecture: Gilman’s Women
Lakeside Arts Centre
Free, 3.30pm
⚛ British Ice Skating British
Synchronized Championship
2019
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
£8.90 - £10.40, 1.45pm

👪 Retro Video Games on
Big Screen
Bunkers Hill
Free, 4pm
🔧 Hannah Buckley Workshop
Dance4’s iC4C
Free, 5.30pm
♫ The Twilight Sad
Rough Trade
£9.99 - £19.99, 6.30pm
🎭 Amp Night
Nottingham Playhouse
£3, 8pm
📖 Slow Reading Group:
The Ends Of The World
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 7pm
♫ Lotus Eater+ Parting Gift +
Miscreant + A Hundred Crowns
+ Penitence
The Maze
£8.80, 7pm
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What’s on?
TUESDAY 22 JAN

WEDNESDAY 23 JAN

THURSDAY 24 JAN

FRIDAY 25 JAN

SATURDAY 26 JAN

📣 Lecture: Gilman’s Women
Djanogly Theatre
Free, 1pm

😂 NCF Comedy Night
Canalhouse
£1 - £1, 8pm

♫ The Hallé
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£10 - £35.50, 7:30pm

👣 Dancing England
Nottingham Playhouse
£15 - £19, 6.30pm

♫ Live at Lunch: Tom Hewson
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
Free, 1pm

🍴 Wine Tasting + Supper
Harts Hotel and Restaurant
£65 - £65, 7pm

♫ Steve Steinman’s
Vampires Rock
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£28 - £35, 7.30pm

🎭 ROH: Royal Opera 2018-2019
Season - The Queen of Spades
Savoy Cinema
£11 - £13.50, 6.45pm

♫ Steve Mason
Rough Trade
£9.99 - £24.99, 6.30pm

♫ Rammel Club #095 - Ernie K
Fegg, Alexandertwatz, Yumah
The Chameleon Cafe Bar
£5 - £7, 8pm

♫ Nottingham Philharmonic
Orchestra Family Concert:
Heroes & Adventures!
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£9 - £23, 6pm

♫ Lost Under Heaven
Rough Trade
Free, 6.30pm
♫ Nathaniel Rateliff & The
Night Sweata
Rock City
£27.50, 7pm
🎭 Audition for Shadowlands by
William Nicholson
Lace Market Theatre
Free
♫ Notts in a Nutshell: The
Timeouts + King Abyss +
Time in Antarctica
The Maze
£3, 7.30pm

♫ Jimmy Eat World
Rock City
6.30pm
😂 The News at 7:42
Nottingham Playhouse
£3, 6.30pm
🎭 There, There and There
Nottingham Playhouse
£8, 7.15pm
🎨 Gallery Tour:
Things From Home
Lakeside Arts Centre
Free, 1pm
🎨 Walkthrough: Catherine Grant
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 2pm

📖 The Escape with Clare Harvey
Waterstones
Free, 6.30pm
♫ Monarchy
The Bodega
£7.70, 7pm
♫ Hobo Johnson &
The Lovemakers
Rock City
£16.50, 6.30pm

🍴 Vegan Burn’s Night
Supperclub with Craig Floate
Debbie Bryan
£40, 7pm
♫ Willie Watson
The Bodega
£16.50, 7pm

😂 Holiday From Hell
Nottingham Playhouse
£5, 9pm

♫ Tbtyezine Volume 4
Rough Trade
Free, 7pm

🎨 Shiraz Bayjoo in Conversation
New Art Exchange
Free, 6.30pm

♫ NTU Big Band Live
Nottingham Trent University
Student’s Union
£4 - £8, 7.30pm

♫ Metal 2 The Masses 2019:
Heat 2
The Maze
£5 - £6, 7pm

♫ Cosmic American Presents:
Sam Morrow Band
The Maze
£12, 7.30pm

♫ Kill Your Television Club
The Old Salutation Inn
Free, 9pm
♫ Heathen Deity + Sykelig Englen +
Abduction + Saarkoth
The Chameleon Cafe Bar
£5, 8pm
♫ BTS World Tour: Love Yourself
In Seoul
Savoy Cinema
£9.25 - £11, 2.30pm
♫ The Northern Soul Night
Rough Trade
Free, 7pm
😂 MissImp’s Intro to Improv
Malt Cross
£105 - £120, 11am

SUNDAY 27 JAN

MONDAY 28 JAN

TUESDAY 29 JAN

WEDNESDAY 30 JAN

🎭 Going Home
Djanogly Theatre
3pm

🌳 Big Birdwatch
Highfields Park
Free, 10am

♫ Sing with John
Rutter Workshop
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£8 - £17, 2pm

🎥 Rocky IV
Savoy Cinema
£4.85 - £6.60, 8.30pm

🔧 The Future of Business
The Newton Building, Nottingham Trent
University
Free, 5.30pm

📣 Lecture: Harold Gilman and
the Camden Town Group
Djanogly Theatre
Free, 1pm

🔧 Basic Bike Maintenance
Nottingham Bike Works
£40, 6pm

♫ Mats Eilertsen Trio
Djanogly Theatre
£10 - £16, 7.30pm

♫ Charlene Soraia
Rough Trade
£9.99 - £17.99, 6.30pm

🎤 Crosswords Uncovered
Malt Cross
£2, 7.30pm

😂 Acquaria
The Glee Club
£20 - £35, 7.30pm

🎥 ROH Live: La Traviata
Bonington Theatre
£10 - £15, 6.45pm

♫ Death Cab For Cutie
Rock City
£31.35, 7pm

♫ Heavy Lungs
Rescue Rooms
£7.70, 6.30pm

♫ The Faim
The Bodega
£11, 7pm

🎭 A Streetcar Named Desire
Lace Market Theatre
£10 - £11, 7.30pm

🎭 Missing
Nottingham Playhouse
£8 - £24, 7.30pm

♫ Shvpes (Red Room Show)
Rescue Rooms
£8.80, 6.30pm

♫ Acoustic Rooms:
Chrisèe + J Webb
Rescue Rooms
Free, 8pm

🎥 Lord of Milan
Lakeside Arts Centre
£9 - £9.50, 7pm

♫ Mats Eilersten Trio
Lakeside Arts Centre
£10 - £16, 7.30pm

♫ Roderick Williams Baritone &
Christopher Flynn Piano
Lakeside Arts Centre
£8 - £22, 7.30pm

♫ Boyzone
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
£48.50 - £130.90, 7.30pm

♫ Cosmic American Presents:
Andrew Combs + Charlie Whitten
The Maze
£12 - £13.20, 7.30pm

♫ Metal 2 The Masses 2019:
Heat 3
The Maze
£5 - £6, 7pm

💃 Hula Hooping
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 2pm
♫ Beat The Streets
Various Venues
£6, 1pm
🎭 Bite-Sized Ballets: Tortoise
& The Hare
Savoy Cinema
£5, 12.15pm
😂 MissImp’s Intro to Improv
Malt Cross
£105 - £120, 11am
📣 Learn Drag: Live Performance,
Talk & Q&A
Debbie Bryan
£4, 6pm

🎥 Talk Cinema: Afternoon
Broadway Cinema
£30 - £60, 2pm
👪 Retro Video Games on
Big Screen
Bunkers Hill
Free, 4pm

🎩 Historic Society Meeting
The Lord Nelson
Free, 7pm
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👊 Paradox Wrestling
Riley’s Sports Bar
£10, 6pm

🔧 Crafty Club
Nottingham Womens Centre
Free, 10am
♫ The Howl & The Hum
The Bodega
£8.80, 7pm
🍴 Port Tasting Evening
The Golden Eagle
£30, 7.30pm
🎭 I’m Not Running
Savoy Cinema
£11 - £13.50, 7pm
♫ Parway Drive + Killswitch
Engage + Thy Art is Murder
Motorpoint Arena Nottingham
£38.42 - £84.40, 7.30pm

NOT TINGHAM
7–1 3 FEBRUARY
2019

ONGOING STUFF LIKE EXHIBITIONS AND PLAYS AND THAT
🎨  Off-Centre
New Art Exchange
Free, 9am - 4pm
Sat 27 Oct - Sun 6 Jan
🎭 Robin Hood and the Babes
in the Wood
Nottingham Playhouse
£23.50 - £40, 7.30pm
Fri 30 Nov - Sat 19 Jan
🎨 Emma Smith: 5HZ
Primary
Free
Fri 30 Nov - Sat 9 Feb
🎭 Peter Pan
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£13 - £36.50
Sat 8 Dec - Sun 13 Jan
👪 The Elves and the Shoemaker
Nottingham Playhouse
£12.50
Wed 12 Dec - Sat 5 Jan
🎨 Sylva: To Slowly Trace the
Forest’s Shady Scene
Weston Gallery
Free
Fri 14 Dec - Sun 7 Apr
🎨 Kate MccGwire’s Dichotomy
The Harley Gallery
Free
Wed 19 Dec - Wed 2 Jan

🎨 A Poetics Of Space: Images Of Côn Ð?o
National Justice Museum
Wed 19 Dec - Sun 6 Jan
🎨 Nottinghamshire Unearthed: Finds from
the Portable Antiquities Scheme
Lakeside Arts Centre
Wed 19 Dec - Fri 25 Jan
🍴 Bottomless Brunch
Harts Hotel and Restaurant
£27.95 - £27.95, 11am
Wed 19 Dec - Sat 26 Jan
🎨 Still I Rise: Feminisms, Gender, Resistance
Nottingham Contemporary
Wed 19 Dec - Sun 27 Jan
🎨 Harold Gilman: Beyond Camden Town
Djanogly Art Gallery
11am - 5pm
Wed 19 Dec - Sun 10 Feb
🎨 Exploring LGBTQ Histories
National Justice Museum
Free , 9am - 5pm
Wed 19 Dec - Sun 3 Mar

🎥 Cheap Thrills
Broadway Cinema
£35 - £70 , 7pm – 8.30pm
Tue 8 Jan - Fri 8 Mar

🎨 Dick Jewell: Now & Then
Bonington Gallery
Free
Fri 18 Jan - Sat 23 Feb

🍴 Wednesday Winter Warmers
The Bread And Bitter
Free
Wed 9 Jan - Wed 27 Feb

🎨 Hardeep Pandhal: Paranoid Picnic
Primary
11am - 6pm
Sat 19 Jan - Sun 17 Mar

🎨 International Mental Health & Wellbeing
Postcard Show 2019
Surface Gallery
Fri 11 Jan - Sat 2 Feb

🎭 Macbeth
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£10 - £34.50 ,7:30pm
Tue 22 Jan - Sat 26 Jan

🎨 Things From Home
Lakeside Arts Centre
Free , 8am - 5pm
Sat 12 Jan - Sun 17 Feb

♫ Elgar ‘The Music Makers’ + Vaughan
Williams
Nottingham Trent University
£30 - £40 , 9.30am - 6pm
Sat 26 Jan - Sat 2 Feb

📖 First Steps to Writing Your Novel with Eve
Makis
Waterstones
£118 - £123 , 6.30pm - 8.30pm
Tue 15 Jan - Tue 19 Feb
📖 WEA: Creative Writing Course
Nottingham Mechanics
£77, 1.15pm - 3.15pm
Tue 15 Jan - Tue 19 Mar

🎥 Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of
Grindelwald
Bonington Theatre
£4.70 - £5.80 , 2.30pm
Fri 28 Dec - Thu 3 Jan
📷 The North & East Midlands Photographic
Federation Exhibition of Photography
Patchings Art Centre
Sun 6 Jan - Sun 10 Feb

🎭 Arcadia
Bonington Theatre
£8,7.30pm - 10.15pm
Wed 16 Jan - Sat 19 Jan

🎭 The House on Cold Hill
Theatre Royal and Royal Concert Hall
£15 - £35.50 ,7.30pm
Mon 28 Jan - Sat 2 Fe
📖 WEA: Books and Crooks - A Century of
Crime and Fiction
Nottingham Mechanics
£46.20 , 10am - 12pm
Tues 29 Jan - Tues 5 Mar
📖 WEA: Joan of Arc - Heretic or Heroine?
Nottingham Mechanics
£53.90 , 10.30am - 12.30am
Tue 15 Jan - Tue 19 Feb

WODSOTCH
BOARD GAME

LEAFY GOODS

CATTLE

MONDAY MORNING

DAVID SEVERN

MOUNTAIN

HOUSE OF PAIN

WRESTLING

GOOSE

WATERFRONT

JANUARY BLUES
Submit your completed wodsotch and win the grand prize
of glory and honour among your peers
@LeftLion

Want more? Visit leftlion.co.uk
ALL EVENTS
ARE FREE
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